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Soluble ammonium polyphosphate (SAPP) is employed to prepare flame retardant semirigid polyurethane foam (SPUF) using
water as blowing agent. The flame retardant property of SPUF is evaluated by limiting oxygen index (LOI) and horizontal burning
test. Also the thermal degradation mechanism is studied by TG and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR). The results show that,
with the increase of the content of SAPP, flame retardant property of SPUF improves obviously as the LOI value increases and the
horizontal burning rate decreases. And residual char is increased up to 20% with 19wt% SAPP. Moreover, the mechanical property
of SPUF is enhanced dramatically.

1. Introduction

Polyurethane foam is regarded as a versatile polymeric
material for its comparatively excellent properties such as
low density, high specific strength, great insulation, large spe-
cific surface area, and good sound-absorbing performance.
Polyurethane foam is more easily burned compared to other
foams since there are many easily decomposing urea bonds
in it [1]. Thus, it is necessary to improve the flame retardant
property of polyurethane foam [2, 3].

By now the flammability of flexible polyurethane foams
(FPUF) is studied widely [4–6]. Matthias et al. investigated
the phosphoramidate-containing flame retardant systems for
FPUF. Chen et al. worked on the mechanism of halogen-
free retardant agent on FPUF. A. König studied the effect of
the new flame retardant methyl-DOPO properties on FPUF.
Also, the flame retardant property of rigid polyurethane
foams (RPUF)was studiedwidely [7–12]. In these years, how-
ever, semirigid polyurethane foam (SPUF) is generally used
in various fields, such as leather processing, textile printing,
paper-making industry, architectural coatings, adhesives, and
cushioning materials. Some flame retardants, EG, halogen-
containing flame retardant, and phosphate ester were added
to SPUF to improve the fire resistance [13–16].

Ammonium polyphosphate (APP), as inorganic phos-
phorus flame retardant with nitrogen-phosphorus synergistic
intumescent effect [17–20], has the advantages of thermal
stability and lasting effect. APP can also improve themechan-
ical properties of the material, so it is often used with
other flame retardants [21–23], and the most common APP
flame retardant studied by researchers is form II, of which
the polymerization degree is greater than 1000 [24–27].
In this paper, the water blown SPUF is synthesized only
with soluble ammonium polyphosphate (SAPP) with a low
polymerization degree. Our aim is to study the effect of
SAPP on the thermal degradation, the flame-resistant, and
the mechanical properties of the SPUF.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. The main materials were as follows: polyester
polyols (330N/3630, Yiju-Polymer Materials Co., Ltd.),
isocyanate (MDI, Yiju-Polymer Materials Co., Ltd.), tri-
ethanolamine (AR/Beijing Chemical Factory), silicone oil
(8681, Yiju-Polymer Materials Co., Ltd.), stannous octoate
(Yiju-PolymerMaterials Co., Ltd.), and water-soluble ammo-
nium polyphosphate form I (the molecular weight of SAPP is
1649 g/mol, Zhenjiang Star Flame retardant Co., Ltd.).
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Table 1: Burning test results with different content APP for SPUF.

Samples APP wt/% LOI/% Horizontal burning rate
(mm/min)/self-extinguished time (s) UL-94

SPUF 0 18.9 49.01 \

SPUF/APP5 5 22.2 36.61 HBF
SPUF/APP7 7 22.4 172.81 SET HBF
SPUF/APP

9
9 22.7 69.66 SET HBF

SPUF/APP
11

11 22.8 34.52 SET HBF
SPUF/APP

13
13 22.9 31.52 SET HBF

SPUF/APP
15

15 23.2 29.94 SET HF-1
SPUF/APP

17
17 24.1 28.59 SET HF-1

SPUF/APP
19

19 24.5 27.25 SET HF-1

2.2. Water Blown Polyurethane Foams Preparation. In order
to explore the effect of SAPP content on the flame retardant
properties of PU, in this experiment, different content SAPP
(5wt%, 7wt%, 9wt%, 11 wt%, 13 wt%, 15 wt%, 17 wt%, and
19wt%) was added to the 100mL plastic cup, respectively,
with polyester polyols 330N, 3630, triethanolamine, silicone
oil, distilled water, triethylenediamine, and stannous octoate.
Themixture of monomers and additive was first stirred using
an electric stirrer for 60 seconds until a uniform liquid was
obtained.Then,MDI was added to themixture, reacting with
distilled water to inflate the reactants. About 3∼5 minutes
later, transfer the mixture into a foaming box (L × B × H =
15 × 15 × 6 cm3) completely and quickly for further frothy
bubbles forming. Finally, the foam was put into an oven
heating for 24 hours at 50∘C and the sample for measurement
was prepared.

2.3. Characterization

2.3.1. LOI Test. LOI (standard test method for measuring
the minimum oxygen concentration to support candle-like
combustion of plastics) was measured with an JF-3 oxygen
index test instrument (made in Nanjing Analytical Instru-
ments Company, China) on sheets of size 100mm × 10mm ×
10mmaccording to the standard “oxygen index” test ASTMD
2863-97.

2.3.2. Horizontal Burning Test. Horizontal burning tests were
performed with a H1011D horizontal burning instrument
(Changchun, China) on sheets of size 130mm × 70mm ×
10mm according to the standard horizontal burning test
ASTMD 635-98, the wind speed is 0.3m/s in the experiment,
and the combustion property of foamswas referred to theUL-
94 test standards.

2.3.3. Thermogravimetric Analyses (TG). TG were carried
out at 10∘C/min under nitrogen flow (flow rate: 40mL/min)
with a NETZSCH STA 449F3 (Germany) thermogravimetric
analyzer. In each case, the mass of the sample powder was 2
to 5mg, and the samples were heated from 25∘C to 800∘C at
the rate of 10∘C per min.

2.3.4. Fourier Transform Infrared. Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectra were obtained by TENSOR 27 FTIR spec-
trometer (Germany Bruker) in the range of 600–4000 cm−1
with transmission infrared ray test.

2.3.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) was performed with a ZEISS EVO18
(Carl Zeiss, Germany) SEM with an accelerating voltage
of 20 kV. The samples were obtained by impacting into
fractures at a room temperature, including original and
burned samples.

2.3.6. Mechanical Properties Test

Shaw Hardness Test. The experiment was carried out accord-
ing to the polyurethane foam hardness test standards of the
soft automotive instrument panel. The foams with PVC skins
weremeasured on the Shore scleroscope hardness. Ten points
were chosen to be measured for each sample and got the
average values finally.

Compression Test. Compression test was carried out with a
WSM-5KN universal testing machine (Changchun, China)
on sheets of size 50mm × 50mm × 50mm according
to the standard GB8813-88. The rate of compression was
10mm/min.

Density Test. Apparent density of samples was calculated
according to GB/T6343-1995.The sizes of the specimens were
50mm× 50mm× 50mm.Test six specimens and then get the
average values.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Flame-Resistant Properties. LOI and horizontal burning
rate are important indicators of material’s flame-resistant
properties. The burning test results for water blown SPUF
with different content of flame retardant APP are presented
in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the LOI value increases and hor-
izontal burning rate decreases with the increasing of APP.
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Figure 1: TG and DTG curves of samples.

Table 2: Details of TG and DTG curves.

Samples Initial decomposition temperature (∘C) Temperature of stages (∘C) 𝑇max (
∘C) Residual char (%)

SPUF/APP
19

170
(1) 100∼225 (1) 190

20(2) 225∼390 (2) 355
(3) 390∼500 (3) 410

SPUF 300 (1) 200∼450 (1) 390 15
(2) 450∼600 (2) 490

APP 180

(1) 100∼225 (1) 180

25(2) 225∼275 (2) 250
(3) 275∼360 (3) 325
(4) 360∼440 (4) 390

According to the results of horizontal burning tests, the
pure SPUF does not show self-extinguishing until the con-
tent of APP reaches up to 7wt%. SPUF/APP

15∼19
achieves

UL-94-HF-1 rating and the highest LOI reaches 24.5% in
SPUF/APP

19
. These results illustrate that SAPP improves the

flame retardant properties of SPUF effectively. However, the
addition of SAPP will constantly increase the viscosity of
the reaction system and extend the period of foaming time
dramatically. So the content of SAPP should be no more than
19%.

A serious dropping phenomenon was observed during
the burning process of SPUF. It produced a combustible
flow of tar. And the dropping phenomenon had appeared
before the polymer formed a charred layer. APP as an
effective intumescent fire retardant with the synergistic effect
of nitrogen-phosphorus plays the role of acid and gas source
in the process of foam combustion [18], promoting the
formation of porous carbonaceous chars and preventing the
droplets formation. The flame retardant mechanism can be
explainedwhere the thermal decomposition products of APP,

ammonia, and water act as a physical barrier diluting the
concentration of combustible gases and oxygen to exert a
flame retardant effect [20].

3.2. Thermogravimetric Analysis. Figure 1 shows TG and
DTG curves of SPUF/APP

19
, pure water blown SPUF, and

APP. APP has four stages, the exact temperature ranges
of these stages are as shown in Table 2. The first stage is
corresponding to the release of ammonia, carbon dioxide,
and polyphosphoric acid. The second occurs around 235∼
275∘C inwhich the weight loss rate is up to 40%, and the third
stage is approximately within 275∼360∘C; both of them are
caused by the dehydration and continual cross-link reaction
of polyphosphoric acid. The last stage within 360∼440∘C
is caused by the cross-linked structure of polyphosphoric
acid and thermal decomposition of other residual products.
The residual char of APP is about 25%. There are two
thermal decomposition stages of SPUF, corresponding to the
decomposition of amino formic acid ester at the C-O bond
and polyol, respectively [28]. Temperature of maximal weight
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Figure 2: The catalytic reaction of APP and PU.
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Figure 3: FTIR of pure SPUF, SPUF/APP
19
, and APP.

loss rate (𝑇max) is at 370
∘C roughly, and residual char is 15% at

800∘C. Compared to SPUF, the initial decomposition temper-
ature (𝑇in) and 𝑇max of SPUF/APP19 decrease, resulting from
the fact that phosphoric acid catalyzes the degradation of
ammonia ester bond [29, 30]. The catalytic reaction between
APP and PU is shown as (1) in Figure 2. The residual char
is increased to 20%. It illustrates that APP can promote the
formation of residual char. The char layer is nonflammable,
which plays a role of good insulation and prevents the oxygen
from entering the underlying unburnt material, and inhibits
the combustion to some degree.The flame retardant property
of water blown SPUF improved remarkably with the increase
of the mass of residual char [1, 23].

3.3. Fourier Transform Infrared. FTIR spectra of pure SPUF
and SPUF/APP

19
calcined at 350∘C, APP at room temper-

ature, are shown in Figure 3. The (c) spectrum shows the
typical characteristic peaks of 1176 and 3180 cm−1 assigned
to N-O and N-H bonds of APP. By comparison, the (a)
350-SPUF/APP

19
spectrum does not show the N-O and N-

H bonds and three new characteristic peaks 1253, 1012, and
880 cm−1 assigned to P=O symmetric stretching vibration
peak, P-O symmetric stretching vibration peak, and P-O
asymmetric stretching vibration peak appear. It shows that
APP has degraded at 350∘C producing phosphoric acid and

other products. By analyzing (b) 350-pure SPUF and (a)
350-SPUF/APP

19
, it can be seen that (b) spectrum shows

the characteristic peaks 1541 and 1125 cm−1 of polyurethane;
however, (a) spectrum only has the 1610 cm−1 stretching
vibration peak of aromatic ring C=C; it concludes that 350-
pure SPUF does not degrade while 350-SPUF/APP

19
appears

with the thermal decomposition due to the catalysis of APP
pyrolysis product such as phosphoric acid.The analysis in this
section also confirms the results of TG.

3.4. The Morphology of Charred Layer. Figures 4 and 5 show
the digital pictures and SEM images of SPUF/APP

19
and

SPUF after LOI test. The residual char structure of SPUF
shrinks more severely and there is more foam uncovered by
char, as shown by the red circle in Figure 4. As a result, the
interphase is burned more severely for pure SPUF. It is also
observed from SEM images that the residual char structure
of SPUF sticks together, while the SPUF/APP

19
remains at the

original state basically.

3.5. TheMorphology of Bubble Hole. Figure 6 shows the SEM
micrographs of SPUF/APP

19
and SPUF. As for SPUF, the

size of bubble holes is uniform, cell-walls are smooth, and
there are few ruptures. As for the SPUF/APP

19
, SAPP is in a

compatible state with the foam system, serving as the bubble
nucleuses [17]; thus, the number of bubble holes increases
and the size of bubble holes reduces. With generation and
growing of the bubble holes, APP scatters inside the cell-walls
and turns into the support structure as shown in Figure 6.

3.6. Mechanical Properties. Water blown SPUF contains both
closed and open cells.The apparent density can reflect cellular
structure in some degree. Table 3 illustrates that the apparent
density of SPUF/APP increases whenWAPP is more than 11%.
The Shaw hardness increases with increasing of APP. The
compression strength and modulus of compression improve
slightly compared with SPUF, when WAPP is more than 15%;
both of them increase significantly. It can be explained that
APP acts as the bubble nucleus; a small part scatters onto
the cell-walls, resulting in a growing number of bubble holes
and reducing size of bubble holes. When WAPP is more than
15%, the filling effect of APP dominates the interaction, and
APP acts as the receptor of the external load, resulting in the
enhancing of the compression strength dramatically.
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Table 3: Influence of APP on the density, hardness, and compression performance of SPUF.

Samples Density kg/m3 Shaw hardness/HA Compression strength/Mpa Modulus of compression/Mpa
SPUF 46.64 55.64 0.0280 0.11
SPUF/APP

5
46.80 57.69 0.0415 0.50

SPUF/APP
7

46.36 57.73 0.0420 0.55
SPUF/APP

9
46.45 57.85 0.0410 0.45

SPUF/APP
11

46.00 58.69 0.0400 0.45
SPUF/APP

13
52.48 59.46 0.0430 0.45

SPUF/APP
15

53.28 62.46 0.0445 0.85
SPUF/APP

17
54.64 63.27 0.0555 1.00

SPUF/APP
19

61.56 64.77 0.0635 1.25

4. Conclusions

The flame-retardant of SPUF is enhanced by soluble ammo-
nium polyphosphate with low molecular weight. The SPUF
becomes self-extinguished as the content of APP is higher
than 7wt%. SPUF/APP

15∼19
achieves UL-94-HF-1 rating.The

highest LOI reaches 24.5%when the content ofAPP is 19wt%.
The decomposition temperature of SPUF decreases by the
catalytic reaction between phosphoric acid of APP and imino
group of PU, while the residual char reaches up to 20%.

The physic-mechanical properties analysis shows that a
few agglomerate particles of APP have certain damaging
influence on morphology of bubble holes. The apparent
density of SPUF/APP

5–11 remains unchanged first, and then
a gradual uptrend appears when WAPP is more than 11%.
The Shaw hardness presents an increasing trend with the
addition of APP. Both the compression strength andmodulus
of compression present an increasing variation with the
addition of APP compared to SPUF, whenWAPP is more than
15%; both of them increase significantly.
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